Technical Datasheet
Snow Flocking Machine
Flocking creates a beautiful snowy effect that is
perfect for all manner of winter effects and can be
used on a variety of objects to create a realistic
snow effect.

Specifications:
Equipment Size:
55Hx 30W x 30L cm
_________________
Equipment Weight: 12kg
_________________
Shipping Type:
FlightCase
_________________
Shipping Size:
70H x 55W x 55L cm
_________________
Shipping Weight: 35kg
_________________
Power connector:
16A to IEC
_________________
Peak Amps: 2.0
_________________
Additional
Requirements: Snow
Flock 10kg bag or Paper
Frost
_________________
Suggested for setup:
1 person
_________________

How to set up and use the Snow Flocking
Machine
1. Prepare area/item/tree that you wish to flock
2. Connect IEC power cable and XLR cable (Fig
3.)
3. Open grill hoses in base of the bucket by
pulling black knob.
4. Turn on using controller to check blades rotate.
Switch off again once checked.
5. Connect snow flock hose from to handle
6. Add 3-4 heaped, double handfuls of snow flock
in to the bucket
7. Connect hose adapter to hosing and then to
trigger (Fig.4)
8. Using water only, wet down your desired
area/item/tree
9. Using the silver controller you can now turn on
the flocking machine and begin to flock. Making
sure the water is on also. (Fig 5.)
10. Once you have finished with your coverage,
turn off the flocking machine and lightly spray
the area with water to help bond the snow flock
with the item.
Safety, Hints & Tips

Fig 1. Snow Flock Machine

Fig 2. Hose & Trigger

Fig 3. IEC & XLR Cable

- When Disconnecting power cables ensure to hold
down button upon release.
- Flocking effects can last up to 2 weeks outdoors
and longer in and indoor location.
- Do not use in the rain.

Fig 4. Trigger

See it in action here:
https://www.youtube.com/wa
tch?v=Ao2iR04nytA
Fig 5. Controller
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